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Abstract
This talk introduces the basics of harvesting energy from ambient vibrations using piezoelectric materials. The basic principles are
then used to explain several applications that benefit from using harvested energy. The amounts of energy are relatively low, but
this energy can be used to provide significant power for several diverse applications including: sensor systems for structural health
monitoring, low power wind harvesting and running a heart pacemaker. Most piezoelectric based energy harvesting systems are
based on linear resonance of the harvesting structure, which is usually a cantilever beam. Linear beam resonance presents two
problems. The first is that linear resonance is a narrowband phenomenon and much of the ambient energy available to harvest is
broadband in nature. The second problem is that linear beam resonance scales with the length of the beam in such a way that as
the smaller the harvesting beam is the larger its resonance is, making small scale harvesting impractical. Solutions to both these
problems are presented. The amount of energy harvested depends of course on the amount of ambient energy available to harvest.
Applications are presented that have the potential for practical application.
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